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Multi-messenger astronomy employs both electromagnetic and gravitational -wave detectors to paint a richer
picture of celestial objects, providing more depth and information. Localizing sources with gravitational-wave interferometers on the sky is difficult, with resolution of
many square degrees. To have simultaneous electromagnetic observations (localized typically to less than one
square degree) requires innovative techniques for the telescopes to find the origin of radiation. One idea is to tile
the view of the interferometer, using multiple telescopes
to simultaneously point at different areas of the field to
observe the source. One problematic aspect of this observing paradigm is distinguishing random electromagnetic variable sources from a gravitational-wave counterpart. To better understand this problem, this project
repeatedly observes a single field on the sky. Each observation is analyzed to count the number of sources that
appear in the field as a function of brightness. Repeating
this process over time will yield the frequency of random
optical transients, as well as characterize the population
and brightness distribution of variables in the field. Future work will extend this observation campaign to cover
different galactic latitudes.

Motivation
With the advent of
gravitational-wave
(GW)
astronomy,
new opportunities to
view and understand
the cosmos are abundant. Within the next
decade, observatories
such as LIGO [1] and
Figure 1: LIGO in Livingston, Louisiana eLISA [2] will make the
first GW detections,
showing us the universe in a completely new way. A deeper
understanding can be built by coupling observations with
electromagnetic (EM) telescopes, painting a richer picture
of the cosmos - this is called mutli-messenger astronomy.

Gravitational Sources
Massive celestial objects such as white dwarfs, neutron stars,
and black holes create warps in spacetime that convey information that is difficult to obtain otherwise. Propagating
warps in spacetime are called gravitational waves. Gravitational waves from systems of orbiting massive objects are
of particular interest because they carry information that is
difficult to discovery with ordinary telescopes alone.

Challenges
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GW inferometers have field of views (FOV) that cover several square degrees of the sky, while meter-class EM telescopes generally cover a square degree. Futhermore, large,
multi-meter class EM telescopes are limited by amount of
availability for specific ongoing projects. A proposed solution is to tile the FOV of the inferometers with simultaneous
use of multiple meter-class telescopes.
One challenge
with identifying
the source of
a gravitational
signal with EM
telescopes
is
understanding
transient and
variable sources
in a survey field,
especially near
the threshold of
detection. Any
kind of variability is competing
against
the
putative GW
source. Survey- Figure 2: This histogram shows star count variabiling deep sky ity in the HM Peg field with different limiting magnivariability seen tudes - the difference between multi-meter and meby meter-class ter class telescopes.
telescopes as a function of limiting magnitude and galactic
latitude will quantify the capability of EM telescopes as well
as establish a framework to address the statistical challenges
in identifying GW counterpart.

HM Pegasi is
a long period
variable with a
period of 159.5
days. It is well
positioned for
repeated monitoring with the
telescopes we
are using on
this
project.
It’s proximity
to the galactic
plane, providFigure 3: HM Pegasi Field
ing a selection
of comparison stars with varying magnitudes as well as
regions of “empty sky” that are used to characterize background fluctuations. Such an ideal field provides easy
testing and development for processing pipelines.

Field Selection
To ensure this sky survey yields accurate results, the detection procedures are initially tested with variable stars. Ideal
celestial objects for this project must have easily viewable
magnitudes, short variation periods, and constant variability (versus short bursts). To single out these specificities
amidst a sea of stars, the American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) Variable Star Index (VSX)
is used; however, while some variable stars are perfect for
this research, bright stars nearby can ruin the data. In our
monitoring field, we monitor the variable star (HM Peg),
using field stars to calibrate magnitudes. Additionally, we
calibrate the sky background level using 5 random points
chosen at empty spots on the field.

Methods
Sierra Stars Observatory Network
Images of HM
Peg are taken by
Sierra Stars Observatory Network
(SSON). SSON
is a 3-telescope
remote
observatory based in
Carson
Valley,
California
that
allows the public
Figure 4: SSON Finger Lakes Instruments Tele- to have access to
scope
professional-grade
equipment. The telescope used for this research is Rigel, a
37 cm F/14 telescope using a Finger Lakes Instrumentation
Proline CCD camera with a FOV of 25X25 arcseconds.
PyRAF Pipeline
Images are processed using a data pipeline in pyRAF which
estimates the magnitudes of the field sources that are being
monitored, then produces a count of all point sources in the
image as a function of magnitude. Python and C scripts
use the images as well as the coordinates of the comparison
stars and the empty sky regions to find the flux and apparent
magnitude of the star. With that information, lightcurves
and sky variability histograms can be made.

Future Work
The integrity of the pyRAF piepline will continued to be
tested by analyzing numerous variable stars. To emulate
the aperture of varying meter-class telescopes, the sky fields
also must map the number of light sources seen at varying
thresholds. Once the pipeline has been perfected, the entire
sky will be analyzed as a part of the AAVSO Photometric
All-Sky Survey (APASS). [4]
Gravitational waves are emitted by all massive astrophysical systems, such as ultra-close white dwarf binaries, pairs
of neutron stars spiraling together and coalescing, and the
merger of massive black holes at the centers of galaxies. With
gravitational waves we can study the properties of ”dark objects” like black holes, and eventually, test general relativity
directly. [3]
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